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Voice of the
Volunteers
A few words from

Jeremy
Twenty-one years ago, we were relieved that Y2K was over, we all survived, and our
computers still worked! Fast forward to a similar relief that 2020 is now behind us. The future
looks bright once again as there are several lights at the end of the tunnel.
COVID-19 vaccinations are underway for our staff. With the second round of the twodose Pfizer vaccine complete and the first round of Moderna underway, some might feel
like Superman now. As much as this positive energy is needed, we still need to be cautiously
optimistic. Although the calendar did start over, the virus unfortunately didn’t leave. At least
not yet! Please continue doing the things we have been doing to help keep the spread to a
minimum. There are still many people who haven’t received the vaccine who have weakened
immune systems. Our team is working with the Kansas Hospital Association and Kansas
Department of Health & Environment to distribute these difficult-to-handle, temperaturesensitive vaccinations. Our team is still working many long days to ensure our community is
as safe as it possibly can be.
As of Jan. 21, 164 of our employees have received the COVID-19 vaccine (this include
those who have received both doses and those who have received their first dose). All residents at Sunset Manor received their vaccine, along with staff who opted in. 13 residents at
The Meadows received vaccination, as did three of our volunteers.
Another light at the end of the tunnel is the addition of new technology to improve
our patient flow. With COVID grant funds, we were able to equip a second x-ray room and
purchase a new, more powerful CT scanner that is faster, larger, and provides higher quality
images with a much lower radiation. It has the largest bore on the market, creating a more
comfortable experience for our patients. This unit also gives us the capability to perform
Cardiac Calcium Scoring exams.
We also hope to return to hosting Coffey Health Foundation events within our community. Football fans have the opportunity to win $75, $100, or $1000 in the Super Bowl
Squares activity. Contact Terri Tweedy to purchase a square for $25. We’ve also set dates for
the golf tournament (May 1) and A Night in the Country (Sept. 18).
Thank you to each and every one of you for putting your heart and soul into your job.
Be proud of the work you are doing and the lives we are saving. Every one of you play a vital
role in the operation of our health care system and every team member is important to our
success. You are each very much appreciated, and I am fortunate to work beside such a great
team! As we begin the new year, our administration and board are reviewing benefits and
compensation to ensure our team continues to grow and thrive.
Thank you all for your daily work and your positive attitudes. Happy New Year!

Jeremy Clingenpeel
Chief Executive Officer
The Insider is a monthly publication for the employees, volunteers, and friends of Coffey Health System, Burlington, Kansas.
© Coffey Health System. Reproduction is prohibited.
Jeremy Clingenpeel
Tracy Campbell
Chief Executive Officer
Director of Marketing
Submit ideas or items for consideration in The Insider by contacting the marketing office at (620) 364-4507 or tcampbell@coffeyhealth.org.
Coffey Health System does not discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color, national origin, disability or age in admission,
treatment or participation in its programs, services and activities or in employment. For further information about this policy, contact: Leonard
Hernandez at 620-364-2121 Ext. 4140; TDD/State Relay 711 Kansas Relay.
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Sadly, COVID kept our CHS volunteers from collecting much-needed
items for their annual military care
packages. However, not even a pandemic can keep them down! They changed
gears to continue the project in a different manner. Donations from CHS
employees were matched by Friends
of Coffey Health System. Together, we
donated over $2000 to US Wardogs in
Burlington, New Jersey. Wardogs sends
supplies to canine units and their handlers based overseas. Cards were also
collected from area schools and sent
to troops. The support from our community and surrounding area is greatly
appreciated to keep our project going.

Trustees hold planning retreat, special meeting
The Coffey Health System Board of Trustees met twice in
December and convened for a special meeting on January 4 to elect
officers.
The board’s annual planning retreat on December 7 featured a
virtual strategic planning presentation by Barbara Lorsbach, president of GHI governWell™, and Todd Linden, former president and
CEO of Grinnell Regional Medical Center in Iowa. The session
was provided through the Kansas governwell™ program and the
Kansas Hospital Association.
Trustees and executive staff then reviewed Coffey Health
System’s strategic plan and each person
shared their top concerns to be addressed
2021 Officers
in the next couple of years.
Rosemary Rich
No official action was taken during
Chairperson
the retreat.
Dennis Young
The regular monthly meeting on
Vice Chair
December 21, included the annual review
and approval of home health governing
Jodi Thomas
responsibilities.
Secretary
Financials showed revenue for the
Judy Reese
previous month at $2.16 million with
Treasurer
expenses at $2.32 million.
The board approved an initial medical staff appointment for Physician Assistant Dusty Atterbury and
reappointments for Family Medicine Nurse Practitioner Ashley
Beying; Pathologist Ambreen Khan, M.D.; Tele-neurologist Jonathan Kleinman, M.D.; Anesthetist Brian Tackitt; and Physician
Assistant Lisa Warren.
Chairman Jodi Thomas shared a list of achievements from
2020.
“This is a lot of good stuff that’s happened in 2020 in spite
of the problematic issues with COVID,” she said. “It just goes to
show what an amazing staff we have. Everybody really cares about
outcomes and this goes to show the end results.”
Her list included the hiring of Jeremy Clingenpeel as Chief
Executive Officer; the hospital’s quick response to COVID clinically and financially; a five-star patient satisfaction rating for

Coffey County Hospital; Coffey Health System’s recognition as a
finalist for the American Hospital Association 2019 Rural Hospital
Leadership Award; Sunset Manor’s five-star rating from the Center
for Medicare Services and recognition as a US News & World
Report’s 2020-2021 Best Nursing Home; Toby Paige’s recognition
as a Kansas Health Care Worker of the Year; and much more. (An
expanded list of 2020 highlights begins on page 6)
Traditionally, officers are elected during the January monthly
meeting, but the board approved convening on January 4 to elect
officers. The move allows more time for officers to transition into
new roles. Effective January 25, Rosemary Rich assumes the role of
chairperson; Dennis Young, vice chair; Jodi Thomas, secretary; and
Judy Reese, treasurer.

Jeff Sloyer, M.D. took the oath of office on December 7 as Coffey County
Health Officer. The position, which had been held by John Shell, M.D. for
many years, does not affect Dr. Sloyer’s position within CHS.
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Job Openings
Clinical Positions
Clinic Nurse LPN/RN
EMT or AEMT
Clinical Nurse Manager (LTCU)
LPN or RN (Med-Surg, Clinics, LTCU)
LPN (Assisted Living)
CMA (The Meadows)
CMA/CNA (LTCU)
CNA (ER, LTCU, Med-Surg)
Medical Technologist
Paramedic
Physical Therapist
Speech Therapist
Radiology/CT Tech
Registered Nurse (ER, Med-Surg & OB)
Non-clinical Positions
Coder
Cook
Dietary Aide
Dishwasher/Dietary Aide
Environmental Service Tech
ER Registration Clerk
Materials Mgmt. Clerk
Patient Care Coordinator
Visit coffeyhealth.org/careers for
detailed information and requirements.
For more information, call Ext. 4254.

Diane Trofholz is our new
human resources generalist.
She replaces Amber Dittrich
who accepted a position elsewhere, but has kindly agreed to
help through the transition.
Welcome aboard, Diane!

Grant benefits telehealth at CHS

Coffey Health System was awarded a $5,000 grant to participate in the Supporting Providers and Families to Access Telehealth and Distant Care Services for Pediatric Care project.
Funding is provided by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) Rural Practices Telehealth
Stipend Program and the Maternal and Child Health Bureau of the Health Resources and
Services Administration.
Through this program, CHS staff will attend at least four of six virtual learning
community sessions, engage in at least four virtual peer-to-peer discussions with other
community-based practices and experts in the field of rural health and telehealth implementation, and identify and connect with at least two local or state partners that can support
telehealth implementation in rural and other under served communities.

Scholarships available in
five health care fields

Kansans pursuing a health care degree
or seeking a health care license may apply
for a Kansas Hospital Education and
Research Foundation scholarship. Individual scholarships of up to $1,200 will be
given in the following five categories.
• Undergraduate Health Care: Undergraduate students in non-nursing health
care fields. Sample degrees include
physical therapy assistant, clinical lab
scientist, phlebotomy, pharmacy technician, occupational therapy assistant, and
medical imaging.
• Undergraduate Nursing: Undergraduate students who have been accepted
into a licensed or degreed nursing program. Sample degrees include licensed
practical nurse, registered nurse, and
bachelor of science in nursing.
• Advanced Clinical Practice: Graduatelevel students in any clinical health
care discipline. Sample degrees include
doctorate of nursing practice, master of
social work, family nurse practitioner,
doctorate of pharmacy, and doctorate in
physical therapy.
• Health Care Administration: Students
in health care administration, whether
under- or graduate level. Sample degrees
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include organizational leadership, health
care administration, leadership, Master
of Science management, and health care
management – sponsored by the Kansas
Association of Health Care Executives.
• Human Resources: students in
health care human resource-related
field, whether under- or graduate
level. Sample degrees include human
resources or another degree with a
concentration in human resources –
sponsored by the Kansas Healthcare
Human Resources Association.
Priority will be given to hospital
employees who work in facilities licensed
for 25 or fewer acute beds.
All applications are entered through
Reviewr. Applications may be started and
saved for completion at a later date. In
addition, letters of recommendation may
be added by either the applicant or their
employer. All documents must be uploaded
as a PDF. The submission deadline is Feb.
28.
More information is available on the
KHERF website. If you have any questions
or need further information, please contact
Susan Pattie at (785) 233-7436.

COVID grants purchase new CT scanner,
equip a second x-ray room

Coffey Health System
for patients, which gives
patients now have the benchildren or adults with
efits of a new CT scanner
dementia something on
at Coffey County Hospiwhich to focus.
tal. Not only does the new
Seven radiology techunit produce higher quality
nologists at Coffey County
images with a much lower
Hospital are trained on the
dose of radiation, it is also
new unit. CHS’s two ultrafaster and more comfortable
sound techs were trained in
for all patients.
the basics and will receive
“The new Hitachi
additional training.
Scenaria View CT scanner
A newly equipped
has the largest bore on the
second x-ray room also
market, easing stress for
allows for quicker patient
claustrophobic patients and
exam times. The hospital
accommodating
patients
conducts an average of 4,437
up to 550 pounds,” said
x-rays per year. Traffic is
Scott Sutherland, radiolespecially high from orthoogy supervisor at Coffey
pedics, physician clinics,
County Hospital. “Because
and the emergency room, so
Thank you to Scott Sutherland for sharing this fascinating look
it is much faster, the patient
the second room will speed
inside the CT scanner as it was being installed.
is on and off the table very
visits from all departments.
quickly. It also automatically processes more information, so the
The additional room is also critical during the pandemic.
exam is ready to send for reading much quicker.”
“If we need to bring a potential or positive COVID 19 patient
This system also has the ability to shift the table from side-toto radiology for an exam, we will have a second room available while
side to better center the patient. Built-in visuals provide a distraction
one is being cleaned/disinfected,” Sutherland said.
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It wasn’t just COVID. We did
Never before have we all been so happy for a year to end, but
2020 wasn’t all bad! Let’s take a look back at the many highlights
and achievements we reached together.

Excellence in Patient Care
Coffey County Hospital achieved national reaccreditation from
DNV-GL and earned a five-star patient satisfaction rating from
CMS. “This is the best reward we can get because it comes from
our patients” said (former) Coffey Health System Chief Executive
Officer Leonard Hernandez. “We made a commitment five years ago
to assure that Coffey County Hospital is the place our community
chooses and trusts. I couldn’t be more proud to see our team’s commitment come full circle.”
The American Hospital Association named Coffey Health
System a national finalist for the 2019 Rural Hospital Leadership
Award.
Sunset Manor (Coffey County Hospital Long-term Care Unit)
earned an unprecedented sweep
in the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services annual starrating system. Sunset Manor
earned a perfect five stars each
category: quality, health inspection, quality measures, staffing,
RN staffing. Based upon these
scores, US News & World Report
named Sunset Manor a 20202021 Best Nursing Home.
The Immunization Action
Coalition
named
Coffey
County Hospital to its annual
Hepatitis B Birth Dose Honor Roll. The obstetrics department
exceeded the 90 percent threshold for newborn immunization and
met all required policies and procedures.
Getting a clinic appointment no longer means that patients
have to leave work. Nurse Practitioner Jana Ortega offers extended
hours at Coffey County Medical Center. Appointments are available
Monday-Thursday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., including lunch hour.
The Meadows and Sunset Manor both earned a zero-deficiency
infection control surveys.
In addition to clinical care measures, the finance department also
achieved two significant improvements to the patient billing system.
Patient statements were reformatted to be more patient-friendly, and
all self-pay accounts are now handled internally (eliminating the
confusion of a third-party billing service).
Seven caregivers at Sunset Manor and CHS Speech Language

Pathologist Jessica Jones completed training as Certified Dementia
Practitioners with the Alzheimer’s Association.
Three new providers were hired: Physician Assistant Joe Clark,
emergency department; Nurse Practitioner Jana Ortega, Coffey
County Medical Center; and Nurse Practitioner Annette VanAnne,
Yates Center Medical Center.
The Coffey County Hospital laboratory received an honorable
mention recognition from the Kansas Department of Health and
Environment for Critical Congenital Heart Defect Screening and
Metabolic & Genetic Screening.

COVID-19: We’re All in this Together
Coffey County Hospital was among the first rural hospitals in the state to face a COVID outbreak and every
department throughout CHS stepped up to face the
pandemic. “COVID created significant changes to every
member of our team,” said Chief Executive Officer
Jeremy Clingenpeel. “Doctors and nurses are often
seen as the face of the pandemic crisis, but behind all
that personal protective equipment are paramedics,
EMTs, emergency room staff, respiratory therapists,
radiology and lab technologists, environmental services, and more. No job has gone untouched by the
pandemic. Teamwork has never been more important.
We are all in this together.”
The clinics quickly adopted scheduling and logistic
measures to separate potential COVID-19 patients from
other patients.
Laboratory staff began suiting up for patient testing in
the clinics or, when possible, car side for everyone’s protection.

Good job,
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d some great things in 2020!
Often the unsung heroes of healthcare, the environmental
services team was immediately on the frontline of the pandemic:
working side-by-side with the infection control team, shifting
workloads, learning new and critical procedures for safely cleaning
affected rooms, and maintaining safety throughout all facilities.
Staff at Sunset Manor and The Meadows are still finding inventive ways to keep residents safe and bring joy to their prolonged
quarantine. Without visitors, staff assisted residents with “window
visits” and video chats with their loved ones—often using their own
personal devices. The CHS facilities team constructed a Plexi-glass
visitation enclosure at Sunset Manor to create a better atmosphere
for Sunset Manor residents to see and hear their loved ones.
The executive and finance teams shifted focus to attain COVID-related grants and loans. This emergency funding allowed hazard
pay bonuses for all CHS employees, purchase of personal protective equipment, and acquisition of additional equipment necessary
to maintain an isolated COVID unit. Federal grant funding also
allowed the purchase of a second x-ray unit and a new CT Scanner.
“We could list ways that every department has stepped up to
help in ways nobody imagined,” Clingenpeel said. “COVID definitely tested us in 2020, but CHS rose to the challenge.”

Investments in Technology
Board-certified neonatal providers are now available through
technology in the hospital’s emergency room. Through a
partnership with the HCA Outreach and Telehealth
Department, mobile robotic technology housed
in the ER, allows parents and providers to
talk directly with a board-certified neonatologist at Overland Park Regional
Medical Center to determine the best
course of care.
Our colleagues in radiology are
busy training on new and upgraded technology, made possible
through COVID (CARES) grant
funds. A second x-ray room, new
portable x-ray, and a new CT
scanner will improve patient flow
and allow additional resources for
COVID patients.
Improvements to the information technology system include
getting all computers up to the
Windows 10 platform and purchasing

network switches. The hospital’s network is now fiber optics to every
network switch.
Grant funds were used to purchase two Clorox Total 360 Electrostatic Sprayers, which help to assure sanitation of COVID rooms.

Commitment to Education
Prior to the pandemic, CHS hosted students from the University of Kansas School of Medicine, Emporia State University,
Washburn University, Wichita State University, Neosho County
Community College, Graceland University, and the University of
Central Missouri. Classes of nursing students trained at the hospital,
as did individual students in radiology, physical therapy, and other
departments. CHS clinics hosted 51 future physicians, physician
assistants, and nurse practitioners. A portion of the costs associated
partnering with regional schools was offset by four grant programs.
Unfortunately, COVID precautions halted most of these clinical
experiences.
As our local
schools
began
preparing
for
COVID, our nursing
leadership
visited Burlington
Elementary
and
Middle Schools to
demonstrate hand
hygiene.
CHS clinics
launched a new
initiative to encourage our youngest
patients to read.
Through the “Turn
a page. Touch a
mind” program of the Kansas Pediatric Foundation, children ages
six months to five years receive an age-appropriate book at each wellchild check-up.
Coffey Health Foundation awarded scholarships to students
from all four Coffey County high schools and Yates Center High
School: Madelynn Collins, Yates Center; Logan Swartz, Lebo;
Megan Foster, Waverly; Cooper Harred, Southern Coffey County;
Abbigale Finlayson, Burlington; and Brennan Brown, Burlington.
Over the last 20 years, the foundation has awarded $408,500 to 129
students.
Friends of CHS awarded $1000 scholarships to Burlington
High School students Andrew Haselhuhn and Jalyn Griffth.

, everyone!
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Community Enrichment

Professional Recognitions

The community’s generous support to
Coffey Health Foundation led to renovated
labor and delivery rooms at Coffey County
Hospital. Individuals, businesses, and organizations donated to the foundation’s golf
tournament and “A Night in the Country”
fundraising events. “Anytime you can have
new, innovative, progressive, and comfortable healthcare surroundings, you can’t help
but have a better patient experience—especially when that experience is delivering
your newborn baby,” said Chief Medical
Officer John Shell, M.D.
While the pandemic forced changes
in Friends of CHS’s annual military care
package program—the volunteers have
found a way to keep it going. The employees at Coffey Health System contributed
funds that were matched by Friends of
Coffey Health System. Together more than
$2000 was sent to US Wardogs, an organization that provides supplies for military
canine units and handlers. Cards were also
collected from area schools and sent to
troops.
Five colleagues shared their professional and personal vantage points in the Coffey
County Republican’s “COVID Perspectives”
series. Participants include Andrew Couchman, Carrie Hegg, Leonard Hernandez,
Casey Lyons, and John Shell.
Our communities now have better
access to Coffey Health System services and
information through a new website that
launched in the summer. The address is still
www.coffeyhealth.org, but the site features
a streamlined design and, most importantly,
is more mobile friendly.

Eleven colleagues were nominated
by their peers for the CHS Health Care
Worker of the Year Award: Krista Cubit,
Scott Sutherland, Jo Neill, Toby Paige,
Stephanie Lasswell, Terri Johnson, Belinda
Link, Casey Lyons, Connie Weseloh, Melissa Hall, and James Turner.
Environmental Services Supervisor Toby
Paige was elected CHS
Health Care Worker of
the Year. He was then
selected as a Kansas
Health Care Worker of
the Year by the Kansas
Hospital Association.
Jeremy Clingenpeel
was hired in September
as CHS Chief Executive Officer. He was also
appointed to the Kansas
Hospital Association Board of Trustees.
CHS was named a national finalists for
the American Hospital Association 2019
Rural Hospital Leadership Award.
Tracy Campbell and Virginia DuBuke,
marketing, earned three Emerald Awards
from the Kansas Association of Health Care
Communicators. The “When I Knew…”
campaign was recognized in the “Small
Budgets Big Results” category; a series of
videos with each of the hospital’s mammography technologists won in the video
category; and the nomination book for the
AHA Rural Hospital Leadership Award was
awarded in the external communication/
publication category.

Coffey Health System
received $25,000 from the
Kansas Department of Health
and Environment (KDHE)
Bureau of Health Promotion
to address opioid and drug use, misuse
and overdose in the Coffey and Woodson
County community.
Through the simple act of paying $1
for the privilege of wearing jeans on the first
Friday of each month, CHS employees generously supported local causes (see amounts
below). This “jeanerosity” resulted in backto-school supplies delivered to schools, a
donation to the Burlington Animal Shelter,
Christmas food and gifts to families, emergency assistance to a local family, etc. The
program also helped the hospital volunteers
(Friends of Coffey Health System) cover
losses incurred when the pandemic forced
closure of the gift shop and cancellation of
fundraising activities.

Jeanerosity

Thank you to everyone who participated in
Jeanerosity for 2020. Your willingness to help others
shows in your giving.

2021 Jeanerosity punch cards are now available.
For $50 (less than a dollar a week) you can wear jeans
every Friday during 2021 and not have to pay again for
the entire year! Your punch card will be entered into a
prize drawing to be held in January 2022. (Prize to be
determine.)

The regular Jeanerosity days January-September
brought in $2,215.75 plus school supplies. Your
contributions allowed a donation to Burlington Animal
Shelter and helped Coffey Health Foundation purchase
an additional defibillator for the hospital.

In lieu of purchasing a card, you are always welcome to
make a donation each Friday you wear jeans or purchase a monthly punch card for $5. Monthly cards are
not entered in the drawing.

The March effort to support the Griner family after
their house fire raised $3,809.

Get your punch card from Terri or from Sue in the
administration area during normal business hours. If
you can’t make it in to get your card, contact Terri at
Ext. 4222 or ttweedy@coffeyhealth.org and she’ll make
arrangements to get a card to you.

The October-December jean days and other special
donations brought in $3,785.
CHS employees donated over $9,809.75 this year!!
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Colleagues recognized for 350 years of service
15 years

35 years

Debra Huntsman
Garold Johnson
Patricia Johnson
Hallie Wilson
Kelly Wagner
Becky Houston
Cindy Worlein

Dondi Eichman

25 years
Marilyn Kitt

20 years
Karen Foster
Gwen Mays
Bonnie Decker
Donald Braun

5 years

10 years

Michelle Rickel
Joelle Gilbert
Amber Dittrich
Amanda Davis
Andrea Tuthill
Katie Metzger
Brian Amborski
Joe Tuthill
Juanita White

Tami Haney
Mina Messerly
Kandi Alvarado
Theresa Thoele
Melissa Davis
Carrie Hegg
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Training Tomorrow’s Healthcare Professionals
Gabrielle Fangman is from
Shawnee, Kansas, attending Kansas
University to pursue a degree of
medicine. Gabrielle has a passion for
science, especially anatomy and physiology. She is shadowing Dr. Shell at
Coffey County Medical Center.
“After shadowing pharmacists,
physical therapists, physician assistants, and physicians, I eventually
realized medicine was for me,” stated
Fangman. “I am a huge people person,
so going into the healthcare field will
allow me time to form relationships
with patients.”

A P.A. student recently submitted the following review of
her experience working with Dr. Jeff Sloyer and the CCMC
team. “I could not recommend this rotation enough. Dr.
Sloyer and the staff at Coffey County Medical Clinic/Hospital provided such a wonderful experience for my women’s
health rotation. I was given an abundant amount of opportunities to perform procedures, gain patient experience, and
interact with different departments within the hospital. I
found that even though Dr. Sloyer is not a certified OB/GYN
that I was provided sufficient experience with women’s health
through many well woman exams, procedures, and different
forms of deliveries. Dr. Sloyer made a point to include me
in any procedures and clinic skills that were available and
encouraged me to explore different areas of the hospital for
more experience. The staff was incredibly welcoming and
student oriented. I am thankful for the time and experiences
gained on this rotation.”

Gabrielle Fangman

“All for one” is a monthly feature in The Insider to share information about news
in the lives of the CHS family. We will share life’s happiest moments and feature
ways that we are pulling together to help colleagues in times of need. Please call
Virginia at Ext. 4174 or send information to vdubuke@coffeyhealth.org.

Condolences
Condolences for Laura Tovar-Ornelas whose father passed
away on Dec. 3.
Thoughts and prayers to the friends and family of our former
colleague Sandra Garrett. Sandy passed away on Dec. 6 and
will be greatly missed.
Prayers extend to Kristen Hughes for the loss of a family
member, Carolyn McWhorter, on January 11.

Notes of Thanks

All
f one
r

One
for
all.

CHS Employees,
My life has been so blessed with some of the most amazing
people. Thank you all for being part of my journey for the last
43 years! Thank you all for your good wishes and this really isn’t
goodbye, it’s more like see ya around.
Tena Hawkins
Sunset Manor Staff,
I visited for Sue’s birthday and I just wanted to express my
gratitude and appreciation for the loving care with which her
room and window was decorated and the special cake that was
made. Your hard work and kindness never go unnoticed!

Hannah Ann

Thank you all,
Ed Alvis

Terri Johnson, CCMC welcomed her sixteenth grandchild
on November 16. Hannah Ann Johnson weighed 9 pounds, 14
ounces. Joelle Gilbert is also a proud aunt.

Congratulations

Amanda Schulte graduated with a Master of Science
in Nursing (Family Nurse Practitioner) from Graceland
University, Lamoni, Iowa. Congratulations, Amanda!
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Welcome !

Kudos to you! KudosKudos
to you!toKudos
to you! Kudos to you!
you...

Shawn Allen
HIM Tech
Health Information

Valerie St. Bonnett
CNA/CMA
Sunset Manor

We don’t just take care of our patients, we also take care of our own. Thank you to everyone who
generously helped to make Christmas a little brighter for CHS families. Santa’s sleigh was full!
Billing would like to send out many thanks to
everyone who participated in the second Annual
Holiday Throw Down! We had 20 entries to vote
on and we raised $1,066 for the CHS Adopt-AFamily fund! A special thank you to Terri Tweedy
for helping us arrange AW2, sending out reminders, and helping us count votes. The first place
wreath was the billing office with the red truck
wreath. Second place was the billing department
with the green truck wreath and third place was
Lynn Crooks with the ice skates window. Lynn
also received the basket put together by the billing department for her décor having the most
votes outside of the billing department.
Melissa Hall writes:
I wanted to let you know I had a patient that had
a total joint replacement reach out to me to let
me know how great all of the nurses and all of
the staff were here. He is so thankful that our
little community has such a great hospital right
here and he didn’t have to go to a big hospital to
have his total joint replaced.
A patient’s comment:
I was admitted through the ER and appreciate
how great the nurses were to me.
Melissa Hall writes:
I also really want to send out a huge thank you to
all of the nursing staff that are picking up extra
shifts and the respiratory therapy staff that are
working extra to help the nursing staff manage all
of the breathing treatments. Everyone’s efforts
are greatly appreciated.
Jeremy Clingenpeel stopped a conversation
he was having in the hall to help carry a package to the nurses’ station. Your kindness is greatly
appreciated.
Kudos to Juanita White and Craig Stukey
for their successful implementation of bringing
self-pay accounts receivable follow-up back inhouse and their support of the billing office staff
throughout the process.

Radiant Life Church was very gracious to bring
meals, snacks, and drinks. The staff was very
appreciative.
Radiology gives a big shout out of appreciation
to Vic Blaufuss and his entire maintenance
team for all the hard work and expert leadership that was given to the CT switch-out project.
This project resulted in a considerable amount
of unexpected extra work that had to be done
in a hurry. Vic and his team were incredible to
accomplish what they did in such a short amount
of time with no forewarning. Thanks to all of
them, the old CT scanner was out and the room
is prepared for the incoming new CT scanner in
record time.
An anonymous writer sent in the following three
messages:
Kudos to Melissa Hall. She has been working
her tail off for the good of our hospital family.
Santa has seen her working in Dr. Fejfar’s office.
Filling in with Med-Surg as needed. Filling in with
the surgery crew. Filling in down in the ER. Plus
doing all her other many duties! She is definitely
on Santa’s nice list! Kudos to Melissa! We appreciate all that you do!
Kudos to our infection control angels! They
have gone and continue to go above and beyond
the call of duty to see that we and the community are staying and keeping safe. Now they begin
the task of inoculations. This is a bigger animal
than most realize. Time spent after hours that go
unseen need to be acknowledged. Kudos, team.
Job well done!
Kudos to Juanita White and the finance team
for all the behind the scene work that nobody
sees! Late hours, many interruptions to put out
daily fires and keeping up with all the changes
and challenges that keep us paid and employed
during these trying times. Thank you for all that
you do!
Three of Market Assistant Virginia DuBuke’s
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Daisey Turney
Patient Access
Coordinator Lead
Registration

Kayli Cleveland
Patient Access
Coordinator
Registration

pictures of Coffey County scenery were featured
in the annual Wolf Creek/Emergency Preparedness calendar. Some of her pictures have also
been featured on the Everything Kansas Facebook page.
Thank you to Heather Bess for noticing that my
office carpet needed vacuuming without being
asked! This has happened on two occasions
recently. Your willingness and attention to detail
are appreciated!
Amilia Marchant, Joni Scobee, and Raysha
Ratzlaff recently completed the Breastfeeding
Basics Lactation Education. Way to go, ladies!
Our clinic team is helping patients get signed
up for COVID vaccines through the health
department. Thank you to the patient care
coordinators and everyone who is going the
extra mile to keep our community safe.

Dec. & Jan. Anniversaries
Our employees are our greatest resource.
Each month, we include a list of employees
who will celebrate their anniversary with
Coffey Health System. Here’s to each of you,
and thank you for your service to our patients!
Earlyne Crooks 43 years
Terri Tweedy, James Higgins 39 years
Stephanie Garland 38 years
Leslie Mahoney 32 years
Toby Paige 30 years
Joan Kuhlmann 23 years
Jana Morray 22 years
Melinda Pattinson 21 years
Christina Crane, Jamie Freerksen 18 years
Debra Huntsman 16 years
Diane Werner 12 years
Kim Johnson 10 years
David Rector 7 years
Michelle Rickel 6 years
Philip Decker 5 years
Elaine Weston, Virginia Moon 4 years
Andrew Couchman, Deedra Frederick,
Shelly Moss, Jacqueline Reusch,
Madeline Burkdoll, June Martin-Reno,
Rose Wahlmeier 3 years
Jessica Brown, Callie Cooley,
Douglas George, Julia Gilman,
Ashton Harred, Michael Collins, Jordan
Barr, Jordan Janzen 2 years
Aileen Carlson, Isabella Fiedler,
Breanna Grewing, Linda Lewis 1 year

Here is what our hospital patients are saying.

HCAHPS Scores
Previous QTR
July - Sept.

Current QTR
Oct.-Dec.

Rate hospital 0-10

89%

79%

*Would recommend the hospital

79%

83%

Communication with Nurses

89%

92%

Response of Hospital Staff

82%

81%

Communication with doctors

91%

89%

Hospital Environment

84%

79%

Communication about medicines

71%

76%

Discharge information

83%

98%

Care Transitions

66%

53%

Domains & Questions

*Survey items in the top 10 priority index

*Based from 24 returned surveys. 					

When I knew...

February Clinics
Cardiology
Dermatology
Ear, Nose & Throat
Gastroenterology
Gynecology
Oncology
Orthopedics
Pain
Podiatry
Urology

To lose one
pound of fat,
you need to
burn roughly
3,500 calories.

Feb. 3, 8, 15, 22
Feb. 12, 24
Feb. 5
Feb. 4, 18
Feb. 2
Mon, Wed. & Fri.
Feb. 1, 8, 15, 22
Feb. 2, 5
Feb 5, 10, 19

In 2005, my mother found out she had ovarian cancer. She fought for two years
and cancer won. During her journey in the hospital, every nurse that cared for her,
treated her as if she were the only patient in the building. After she passed in 2007,
I decided that if the opportunity ever presented itself, I wanted to be “that person”
for another family.
After I received my nursing license I worked in a couple of places, yet, when I
began working at Sunset Manor, I knew there was something different about this
facility. The rapport between the residents and the staff is the fit that I was looking
for. There is a sense of family.
Teri McAvoy, Licensed Practical Nurse
Sunset Manor
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